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are the way they are. So, I’ve taken advanced math courses 
and learned the 13 separable coordinate systems where 
you work in partial differential equations, and I’ve done 
boundary layer expansions in hydrodynamics, so I know the 
traditional approaches to these problems. But almost ev-
eryone has moved away to finite element solvers, and very 
few people attack these sorts of problems using Maxwell’s 
equations directly. They are how the solvers internally rep-
resent the problem to some extent, but I find them very 
useful to talk to engineers about what it is we’re doing. You 
can get up on a whiteboard and you can show them how 
the fields interact, and that’s useful.” 

Larry Geraghty
Senior Project Manager 
Meade Electric

—On working and the 
future:
“I think the biggest issue 
more than anything right 
now, with all of us in this 

construction industry, is getting enough people, the bodies 
just aren’t there. The willingness to go out into the weather 
day after day and work in the traffic and so on, to just do 
the physical work—it’s not there. I had a grandmother that 
told one of my cousins: ‘You better go to college or you’ll 
end up digging ditches like Larry Geraghty.’ And I told her, 
Grandma, I love digging ditches, and I make a lot of money 
digging ditches. I don’t have any student loans, and there’s 
a great satisfaction in what we do. My own son is following 
in my footsteps, and it’s just great to see some of the youth 
of today willing to go out there to work and help build a 
city.”

Cody Meachem  
Midwest Regional Manager 
McLaughlin

—On merging vacuum 
excavating and mapping:
“One of the biggest goals 
for us in the coming years is 
continuing to merge vacu-

um excavation technology and soft-digging methods, with 
our locating side of the business. How can we pair these 
things more efficiently to get them to better work together? 
How do we work these systems into the vacuum? How do 
we GPS-plot a vacuum spot? If I cut a hole and identify an 
exact spot and an exact depth with my vacuum excavator, 
how do I get out my locator and plot its exact point within 
a given margin of error? I think the big thing in our industry 
is merging these technologies to get this data, and build 
a backlog of information for all the work that we do. Our 
responsibility as a manufacturer is to build a product that is 
easy for someone to pick up, locate and be accurate, and 
be confident about that.”

Drew Yando 
Sales Consultant 
Heath Consultants

—On building better 
contractor-locator  
relationships:
“I did field-work for Heath 
for 13 years, and from what 

I’ve seen you have some locators that are very good with 
the contractors, they know them and are locating for them 
all the time. For example, I was in Dallas about three years 

ago, and I was riding with one of the locators, and this 

guy was fantastic. He was so good because he would pull 
up to a jobsite and know the contractor, and they would 
talk for a while. And the contractor would say to him, hey, 
can you repaint this and this, and he said no problem. So I 
think the challenges sometimes lie with different personali-
ties, and that’s why building relationships is so key. If you 
have a good working relationship with the contractors, ev-
erybody is going to be safer.”

Greg Preisch  
Director of Utility Construction 
Electric Conduit Construction

—On the benefits of the 
OUC:
“I really like the OUC (Of-
fice of Underground Co-
ordination in Chicago) be-

cause your customer comes to you with their plans and 
what they want to do. Then, it gets sent out to all the 
utility owners in the city and they can approve it or send 
it back for redesign if it’s in conflict with something else. 
So it’s coming back and then getting sent back out for  
 re-approval, and these drawings that I’m getting as a con-
tractor and having my guys work off, they’re pretty accu-
rate. You can’t always rely that the marks will be there, but 
you have that drawing to say ‘I’m showing gas here’. It’s 
a means of checks and balances, you’re not just relying 
on one thing to get your guys through the day safely. I’ve 
been in the industry a long time and have taken an interest 
in learning damage prevention from JULIE and DIGGER, 
and I involve myself with them so that I have the knowl-
edge. Over the years you build relationships with people, 
so you can get vital information from them that will benefit 
us out in the field.”
     

“So I think the challenges sometimes lie 
with different personalities, and that’s why 
building relationships is so key.”                        
     - Drew Yando

elcome to another exciting issue of American 
Locator! We have tons of interesting new things 
to tell you about as we wind down from the end 

of 2016 and blast off into 2017. First, check out the new 
design for this issue! I know it seems like not that long ago 
that we revamped Underground Focus into its current in-
carnation, but after a little more tinkering (and with lots of 
help from our new marketing team), we came up with this 
sleek, new look that we know you’ll love!

To that end, we will be bringing you 6 information-packed 
issues this year, each with its own theme! You can check 
out our media kit (see p. 13) in this issue to see the full list 
of topics, but we thought that a good one to kick off the  
new year would be a look at some of the “The Best and 
Brightest” in the industry today. 

Some of the folks who fall into this illustrious category 
would be the nearly 60 people that attended our annual 
Roundtable event in December! These professionals all 
represented “The Best and Brightest” in their 
respective fields of underground locating, ex-
cavating, product development, contracting 
and construction, utility operation and one-call 
centers. It was a revelation to hear the conver-
sations flying around between all the different groups 
of attendees! Here are some highlights from individ-
ual interviews:

Don Plosser
Founder and President,
Pipehorn Utility Tool Company

—On locating and “cheap 
insurance”:
“There are two kinds of lo-
cating. There’s locating for 
the purpose of finding one 

particular thing in the ground, but there’s also locating that’s 
done to avoid things. Way back when in the 1970s, there 
were no contract locating firms. Excavators did their own 
locating, or some facility owner might come help them out, 
but they were just trying to figure things out right there as 
they went along. With the advent of contract locators, that 
obviously got pushed to a more specialized industry. But in 
the process of doing that, and improving damage preven-
tion, we lost the art of avoiding. Somehow, we only start-
ed worrying about locating, and stopped worrying about 

avoiding things. If we can get things back to the ways of 
sweeping and clearing an area, and lighting up everything 
in the ground to make sure everything is marked, then 
we’re back in the business of avoiding problems. That’s 
been one of the biggest shifts over the last few years that 
I’ve been so excited to see happening. Among excavators, 
contractors, and the utilities themselves, they’re putting 
into practice these methods as an extra measure of safety, 
or as one excavator put it to me: cheap insurance.”

Simon Pedley 
Detection Solutions  
Sales Specialist 
Leica Geosystems

—On paint marks and 
locating overseas:
“The U.K. is predominantly 
where most of my work has 

been done. Here you guys have a locator come out prior 
to an excavation, but in the U.K., it doesn’t work the same 

way. The guy that’s doing the excavation has the cable  
locator, so he’s responsible to try and identify where the 
utilities are. It’s maybe not the best way to do it, because 
you should have a trained operator in locating under-
ground utilities, and he (the excavator) already has a num-
ber of other jobs he’s trying to do. But the good part about 
this is that if I was excavating, I would want to be able to 
verify the paint marks myself, and have that reinforcement 
of where these things are underground.” 

Ray Merewether 
Chief Scientist 
SeeScan

—On James Clerk Max-
well’s equations:
“I mostly use Maxwell’s 
equations to explain to 
other people why things 
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  “There’s locating for the purpose of find-
ing one particular thing in the ground, but 
there’s also locating to avoid things.”
     - Don Plosser
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Doug Reeves 
Vice President, East Operations 
Q3 Contracting 

—On digital mapping and 
information gathering:
“I think the information col-
lection process is definitely 
a benefit for the entire in-

dustry, but how are we going to execute it? What methods 
will be used, how is it going to be incorporated into the 
daily work obligations, how are you going to staff for it and 
then how is that information going to be delivered to the 
customer? There’s some logistics there, at least on the side 
of an excavation contractor, that would have to be worked 
out. But there’s no doubt it would be a benefit to 
everybody in the industry if that information could 
be collected and provided.”

Dan Halverstadt 
Vice President, 
Quality & Training
USIC

—On keeping employees 
and dealing with turnover: 
“We find good talent all 
over the United States, it’s 

something that a lot of people really enjoy, but it is a chal-
lenging job because you work independently. We’ve fo-
cused very hard over the last year on making sure that our 
training system aligns with the type of work that people 
do. Previously we had about a three-week training pro-
gram that was all classroom-related material, but now have 
a more on-the-job training structure so we can get them 
into the field earlier. This gives them more exposure to the 
work earlier, and makes sure that the job is what they are 
looking for. People sometimes grow weary of locating, it is 
a difficult job and can sometimes be very strenuous, so one 
of the things that we’re looking at is giving them more op-
portunities inside the company as well. This includes things 
like vacuum excavation, gas-leak detection, meter inspec-
tions and private locating. So, we’re pretty excited about 
how we’re able to maintain our workforce by giving them 
new opportunities.”

And this is just the tip of the iceberg! All year long we will 
be bringing you these amazing interviews that give fasci-
nating and helpful insight into the world of damage pre-
vention, both here on the pages of American Locator and 
onscreen at Planet Underground TV.

We’ve tracked down some groundbreaking and forward-
looking individuals and companies to profile for this issue 
that would also fit the bill of the “The Best and Brightest”. 
For instance, you can jump over to our interview with Ten-
nessee 811 Executive Director Bill Turner and read about 
his battles with Google Fiber, or for the more tech-savvy 
amongst you, don’t miss our in-depth talk with Richard 
Fling of Leica Geosystems. We also crunch numbers with 
the lead program manager of the DIRT Report, get a great 

locating tutorial from our friends at SeeScan and more! 

This time of year is also a great opportunity to remember 
those who have been injured or lost their lives due to utility 
damages, and 2016 was no exception to this, with several 
devastating accidents just in the last few months. Check 
out our “Digging Dangers” feature this issue to see a jaw-
dropping double page spread of the wreckage in Canton, 
IL left behind by one of these explosions, which resulted in 
the death of a utility worker responding to the scene. 

These images are a sobering reminder that damage pre-
vention is more important than ever, and as we move 
forward into 2017 and beyond, I want everyone to know 
that our goal here at American Locator remains the same: 
bringing you the most topical and current and useful infor-
mation to keep everyone informed, productive and safe. 
These topics will be explored in detail in American Locator 
issues for 2017 and I hope you will join us on this joint mis-
sion to improve damage prevention across the board, so 
things like what happened in Canton never occur again.

The “Best and the Brightest” attend Roundtable 2016: 
Some of the event’s top professionals engage in the final debate of the event, taking unscripted questions from the audience.

“People sometimes grow weary of locat-
ing, it is a difficult job and can sometimes 
be very strenuous...we’re looking at giving 
them more opportunities...”                          
    - Dan Halverstadt
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Changing the Future of Locating: Talking Tech 
With Richard Fling of Leica Geosystems

Locating Technology

I t’s not often that you get a chance to talk to someone 
with as much experience and technological knowhow 
as Richard Fling of Leica Geosystems. Mr. Fling was kind 

enough to take a break from changing the world of lo-
cating instruments to speak with American Locator about 
his work. In the following interview, I try to keep my head 
above water as Richard dazzles us with insight into the 
bleeding edges of locator technology and shows how the 
developments of the future can someday lead the industry 
to the ultimate goal of zero damages. 

Tell us a bit about your background Richard: where 
did you work before Leica Geosystems, and how 
did you end up here?

My career background started as an electronics research 
engineer, working on inductive electromagnetic mobile 
data communications technology applied to safety com-
munications systems and vehicle road pricing schemes. I 
moved into the underground utility locating industry us-
ing common technology and skills. I have been involved in 
many locator product developments, including the origi-
nal digital RD400 Locators and specializing in innovations 

and a range of industry firsts within HDD directional drilling 
locator product solutions. In these roles I have been an en-
gineer, project manager and engineering team manager. 

I moved to Leica Geosystems in 2004 as a Product Manager 
and have contributed to building our global business with 
product innovations, sales channel development and build-
ing our market presence in many international markets.

In 2011 my role changed to business development to en-
able me to focus more on commercial opportunities and 
building our regional business partnerships in developed 
markets where our presence had not been as strong.

Could you tell us about the line of products that 
Leica Geosystems offers? Do you manufacture EM 
locators as well as GPR locators? What is the most 
recent, or most exciting product currently in your 
line-up? 

Leica Geosystems Detection have designed and manufac-
tured a range of EM locators from our UK base. Recently 
our parent company Hexagon acquired the highly ac-
claimed IDS GEORADAR business based in Italy. Our EM 
locators are focused on meeting the needs of construction 
markets where the combination of quality, performance 
and outcome reliability are valued most highly. But more 

importantly, they are focused on being easy to use and 
well suited for work by multi-skilled operators, where it is 
less likely that specialist skill levels would be available and 
needed to use more complex and survey grade precision 
locators.

We have led the market with a number of industry firsts 
in product innovation, with the introduction of location 
based activity logging (black box) and where operator ac-
tivity is logged second by second and GPS geo-mapped, 
so that this data can be reviewed and visualized by activity, 
date stamp and geographic location. The impact on early 
adopter customers has demonstrated the ability to impact 
best practices for operator behavior and shown a signifi-
cant reduction in avoidable utility damage by as much as 
70% for some companies.

GPR sometimes has a bad reputation in the locat-
ing field, could you explain some of the benefits 
to GPR locating? Why does GPR work better than 
EM locating in certain situations? 

Certainly there are significant technical aspects of GPR 
technology that impact its performance. The obvious as-
pect effecting detection depth performance is the oper-
ating signal frequency, because shallow and small sized 
objects are better detected with higher frequency GPR 
signals, and conversely deeper and larger objects are bet-
ter detected using GPR lower frequency signals. For this 
reason, the development of multifrequency GPR antennas 
have simplified and improved the overall performance in 
a wider range of common utility types, depths and sizes. 

The common factors effecting performance of the detec-
tion signal penetration are different soil materials and the 
amount of moisture content. The other key issue for many 
operators is in the interpretation of the classic output ra-
diogram display, which is complex and requires operator 
training and skill to make a good interpretation and utility 
line detection. Post processing software can significantly 
improve interpretation, but this requires a significant level 
of user skill and can take more time that many users would 
not find acceptable.

A clear difference between the two technologies is that EM 
locators detect the electromagnetic energy due to electri-
cal current flow, and so the utility must be made of a con-
ductive metal such as steel, iron, copper, or aluminum. The 
application of an EM trace signal to individual utility lines 
enable these lines in sequence to be energized, traced and 
identified. 

The use of sonde or other conductive drain rod accesso-
ries can be successfully applied to enable locating some 
plastic, clay or concrete pipes, but this might not always 
be convenient or practical. In contrast, GPR technology en-
ables locating of objects due to changes in material den-
sity between the utility and the soil background materials. 
These objects may include utility lines but also structures 
such as buried tanks, large rocks, voids or other subsurface 
changes in material density. The GPR detection technol-
ogy does not have the same materials type limitation as 
EM locators, but can require significant interpretation to 
separate the types of objects to identify a utility line. 

For all the above reasons, and with the dif-
ferent capabilities of both methods, we are 
seeing increased use of both technologies, 
most commonly using an EM locator to iden-
tify conductive utilities and then using a GPR 
device to detect all utilities. Combining the 
outcomes of both technologies enables 
some discrimination of conductive and non-
conductive utilities and improved overall de-
tection performance.

Is there any area or industry that you 
think GPR could be beneficial, or is 
perhaps underutilized? 

In general, large parts of industrial activity 
are interested in looking for structural infor-
mation about subsurface conditions or bur-
ied structures, though the application ar-
eas for GPR are not limited to utility lines. 
GPR is used successfully for road, bridge, 
building and airport runway inspection 
operations and also for things like rail net-
work ballast quality monitoring purposes.

Other specialist areas can include law 
enforcement forensic investigation and 
archeological site investigations, though 
for many of these applications, the op-
erator skill level needs to be high and 
the technology used in cooperation with 

ULTRA Precision utility tracer with data capture integration to 
mapping software. Hand operated DS2000 GPR system with integrated cm accurate GPS mapping.
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other geophysical detection techniques or investigation 
methods. For these reasons the range of specialist applica-
tions suited for GPR is quite wide ranging but the ease of 
use and attractiveness on specific project applications can 
be limited.

The most likely extended use for GPR technology will be in 
general, “mass-market” ground excavation projects where 
increased detection, reliability and outcome confidence 
are sought by industries. A challenge remains in making 
the interpretation of the GPR signals more easily interpret-
ed by multi-skilled operators and with less of a reliance on 
specialist and highly trained engineers.

Does Leica Geosystems search for other appli-
cations for GPR outside of underground utility 
detection?

Our international network of sales partners cover the globe 
in a mix of different areas including industrialized, emerg-
ing markets and underdeveloped regions. We are seeing 
increasing interest from many market segments including 
asset mapping, mining and civil engineering projects.

Does Leica Geosystems play any active role in the 
damage prevention industry? Do you communicate 
or work with damage prevention professionals, be 
it contract locators or one-call centers and so on? 

We are strengthening our presence in the US and Canada, 
building a team of dedicated detection specialists to bet-
ter connect with damage prevention specialists. Recently 
we participated in a Virginia Tech five-day utility training 
summer camp and provided specialist technical support 

and products for students to help them better understand 
GPR and EM locating products and technology.

How much feedback do you get from contractors 
working out in the field with your instruments? Do 
you try to incorporate this information into future 
designs? 

Absolutely, we find contact with contractors and other in-
dustry professionals to be a key part of our development 
and product innovation process. It is part of the role of our 
product managers and industry specialists such as myself 
to spend as much time as possible in the market, out in 
the field, with service teams, visiting trade shows, using 
social media and meeting customers. We are looking to 
gather this feedback and identify where technology and 
innovation could improve the process of utility detection, 
damage prevention and asset management. 

How does Leica Geosystems play a role in the util-
ity design world? Do you follow SUE guidelines, 
or at least keep those criteria in mind when de-
signing your locators?

Design, utility mapping (SUE) and whole life asset man-
agement of utilities networks have become lately so much 
more than just providing locators to detect the utilities, 
and operators leaving spray marks or flags identifying and 
marking them. Increasingly we see that the construction 
process is looking for digitally connected devices enabling 
data to be reliably and accurately captured and shared 
within project teams. When used within established best 
practice guidelines, digital data management provides an 
increased level of quality assurance and consistency. 

A key aspect of digital data capture is the provenance 
and security of key data, which can be combined with the 
ease of adding additional information, JPG images and 
documentation. This ability is leading to improved process 
management such as permit to dig type checklists, util-
ity locating and SUE data capture. Locates can be reliably 
recorded, stored, extracted and then shared with down-
stream users for design, machine control, operations or 
quality management purposes within the project. 

These trends within the design world are driving new 
product innovations of easier to use instruments com-
plete with advanced data capture features, GNSS posi-
tioning, data logging and cloud connected data storage. 
This solution approach is helping drive up quality and 
consistency performance within established SUE guide-
lines and ensuring that the resulting information can be 
easily shared with multi-software platforms using com-
mon data exchange formats such as XML, DXF or SHP. 
Data connectivity is becoming an increasingly important 
feature of new product innovation and reflects an increas-
ing expectation from customers working within digitally 
connected projects.

Where does Leica Geosystems stand in the world 
of digital mapping? What new technologies or 
concepts have emerged that might make full digital 
mapping of the underground more of a reality?

We are seeing a merger between the classic approach to 
digital utility mapping and digital geospatial engineer-
ing, such as GIS databases with feature rich data sets and 
engineering-driven XYZ point data capture positioning 
information. More and more we are seeing utility owners 
demanding digital mapping either contractually or by legal 
requirement in some countries. In France, it recently be-
came a legal requirement for utility companies to map their 
underground assets. This can be achieved easily when they 

are installing new lines, but clearly more resource intensive 
when mapping the existing networks. This of course pres-
ents a significant resource and cost demand on projects, 
SUE specialists and utilities owners. Clearly over time this 
will deliver improved utilities mapping, but the realization 
of “full mapping” might only be achieved on an incremen-
tal basis where time, resource availability and the commit-
ment by utilities companies to drive the process forward 
occurs.

A more revolutionary and efficient approach to mapping 
techniques and data capture might be considered by com-
bining available sensor technologies with other large area 
data capture platforms such as remotely operated, vehicle 
mounted or autonomous surveying process platforms. 
Google has already achieved this with its low-resolution, 
commercial-grade imagery in its Street View, and such an 
approach has already been seen with specialist vehicle-
towed professional-grade GPS solutions like the Pegasus 
Stream with highly accurate survey-grade location.

Future innovations of such solutions will place a significant 
demand to further develop their technologies, and would 
rely on the support of utilities companies or be driven by 
federal policy to ensure the necessary level of resource 
commitment to map the millions of miles of buried utility 
networks within a reasonable timeframe. 

A more realistic goal, given the size of the mapping task 
and resources needed, might be to focus on comprehen-
sive mapping of designated areas. It makes most sense 
that this would be driven by demand for new construction 
or renovation projects. In the current economic climate, 
the scale of such an undertaking like this seems a very 
remote possibility or long-term commitment. Such whole-
sale mapping solutions could be realized from available 
technologies, but the sheer scale of the undertaking of a 
100% network mapping seems beyond a practical target. 

LIDAR 3D HDR imagery of the built environment

Integrated Pegasus LIDAR scanner and integrated IDS Stream multi channel GPR data capture platform.
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There is an increased demand to merge these data sets, 
often using different technologies and multiple data 
sources. Sources might include photogrammetry, mobile, 
airborne UAV or fixed location point cloud LIDAR scan-
ning, and of course traditional point-by-point reality cap-
ture surveying.

Capturing utilities’ geospatial datasets is more difficult un-
derground where distinct and separate data layers need to 
be captured for each utility type. Once data can be con-
tained within digital data sets, it becomes easier to merge 
with other information sources such as geotechnical soil 
testing or buried structures like gas tanks, vaults, tunnels 
or other constructed subsurface structures. Utility data cap-
tured as part of a SUE process enables established utility 
locating technologies like EM locators and GPR scanners 
to be used as a sensor for the digital data capture process. 
The resulting multilayered dataset can be merged and fur-
ther integrated with above ground data sets.

It is clear that there remains a balance to be maintained 
between the economic realities and project requirements 
needed for utility mapping. As digital maps become more 
commonly created as part of SUE processes, the data can 
be integrated into a single 3D design model. And as digital 
data capture becomes more common and used in a wider 
range of projects it seems likely that this will in turn lead 
to an increase in the opportunity for sharing this data with 
utility owners to increase the quality, density and records of 
their subsurface assets.

Leica Geosystems is an global conglomeration: are 
there any difficulties when designing equipment, 
when you must take into consideration the differ-
ent styles and methods of locating between Italy, 
the UK, Canada and the US? What are some of the 
differences when considering the locating industry 
on an international scale?

The fundamental principles of utility locating, practical 
challenges in the field and the science of detection tech-
nology can truly be universally applied. Our products re-
flect internationally recognized best practices of product 
use, detection performance, useful features and the high-
est standards of digital signal processing (DSP). These can 
deliver dependable performance under the widest range 
of operating temperatures, whether in wintery Canada or 
Russia, or sweltering conditions in Florida or Saudi Arabia 
(-20 to +50 Centigrade operating range.) In demanding re-
liable performance under all climatic conditions, we ensure 
customers get the best results from products using EML 
and GPR technologies. 

We recognize that the market for utility locating equipment 
is evolving and customers are rightly expecting easy to use, 
reliable products with dependable outcomes. Workforces 
are becoming more multi-skilled and technology aware, so 
our products reflect these trends with an innovation focus 
that has responded to these changing requirements. By fo-
cusing on reduced operator training, instrument graphical 

quick guide instructions and highly visual intuitive displays, 
we are aiming at delivering easy to use, automatic locating 
operations that increase locate outcome confidence by a 
range of operators with different locating expectations and 
skills levels.

Leica Geosystems appears to be a very modern, 
forward-looking company: what are some of the 
exciting trends or concepts that you are putting 
forth today? What would you like to see in gen-
eral for the future of the company, and for utility 
locating at large?

Many markets are looking for next step technology to fur-
ther drive down strike rates. We have responded to this 
demand by providing GPS-based data capture and moni-
toring solutions in our products. These solutions provide 
operations, contract compliance and safety management 
with tools to monitor operator behavior and performance. 
For ease of use, the solution makes use of automatic 
“black box” logging within the locator and has the con-
venience of smartphone data uploading to a cloud hosted 
service (Apple and Android compatible). Summary and in-
dividual data, performance reports and activity monitoring 
can be carried out for convenience from any Internet con-
nected mobile or office laptop, or smartphone type de-
vice. When the solution has been introduced by customers 
running multi-site operations and as part of a performance 
improvement initiative, the information gathered quickly 
enables a series of actionable outcomes to be identified, 
and is seen to result in significant locating performance 
improvements and lower strike rates. By using increased 
activity monitoring technologies, data logging and cloud-
hosted activity monitoring visualization software, operator 
behavior and performance can be positively impacted. 
Some customers are reporting over 70% reduction in cable 
strikes. Recently a UK road highway maintenance business 
has experienced zero cable strikes for more than the first 
6 months after introducing the system, with more than 70 
internet-connected locators in daily use.

Increasingly we are also seeing a range of different cus-
tomers, such as SUE mapping specialists, asset owners and 
contracts compliance managers looking to integrate utility 
data with 3D Survey, GIS databases and LIDAR data sets. 
This data can be used for large or small-scale construction 
design, BIM managed projects and machine controlled 
ground works operations. In providing digitally compat-
ible and survey quality accurate data capture, we can see 
digital data capture and industry standard data formats be-
coming a more common requirement of locator products 
used in engineering projects, asset management and facili-
ties maintenance contracts.

Leica is a worldwide leader in GPR and LiDAR manufac-
turing. When it has to be right, customers can trust Leica 
Geosystems to provide innovative solutions and services 
for the capture, modeling and visualization of 3D spatial 
information. Find out more at www.leica-geosystems.us/
en/index.htm.”
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Leica DS2000
Revealing more utility data

Call for a demonstration

800-367-9453
www.leica-geosystems.us

There’s a lot going on underground that you need to know 
about. The Leica DS2000 Utility Detection Radar easily 
detects and positions deep and shallow targets 
simultaneously, collecting more information, faster, in any 
environment.

Data gathering and export of any underground utility, from fiber 
optics to storm sewers, is made possible with the DS2000.

Configure the Leica DS2000 to your application with Leica’s 
extensive range of field tablets and smart antennas.

n Complete detection and underground mapping

  solution: utility detection radar + GNSS/GIS smart

  antenna + field tablet

 Dual-frequency antenna to detect deep and

  shallow targets simultaneously

 Simple data storage and export to continue

  working on the post-processing at the office

 Effortlessly maneuver around the most challenging

  sites with the DS2000’s advanced ergonomics
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